MEETING REPORT

Rogue Waves

THE FOURTEENTH ‘AHA

HULIKO’A HAWAIIAN WINTER WORKSHOP

B Y P E T E R M Ü L L E R , C H R I S G A R R E T T, A N D A L O S B O R N E
“It came from nowhere, snapping giant
ships in two. No one believed the survivors … until now” screamed the cover of
New Scientist magazine on 30 June 2001,
introducing an article entitled “Monsters
of the Deep.” The power and danger suggested by the term “rogue” to describe
extreme ocean waves add to the public
fascination with these waves. They also
presented important and challenging scientific problems and provided the topic

of the Fourteenth ‘Aha Huliko’a Hawaiian Winter Workshop convened January
25-28, 2005, at the University of Hawaii,
with the support of the Office of Naval
Research and the participation of 25 invited speakers.
The practical importance of large
ocean waves (such as that in Figure 1)
is clear: they affect naval and civilian
shipping and can damage offshore oil
platforms and coastal structures. Ernest

Figure 1. An extreme wave, a so called “white wall,” approaching a merchant vessel in the Bay of Biscay (from http: //www.
photolib.noaa.gov/historic/nws/wea00800.htm). The visual
classiﬁcation of extreme waves also includes “singular wave
towers” assumed to be generated by refraction and focusing
in currents and the “Three Sisters” that bear some similarity
to wave patterns created by a ship.

Shackleton (1919) gave a particularly
gripping account of an extreme wave encountered during his epic 1300-km voyage in the 7-m whaler James Caird from
Elephant Island to South Georgia in May
1916. During a day with tremendous
cross-seas he recalls:
At midnight I was at the tiller and suddenly noticed a line of clear sky between
the south and south-west. I called to the
other men that the sky was clearing, and
then a moment later I realized that what
I had seen was not a rift in the clouds but
the white crest of an enormous wave. During twenty-six years’ experience of the
ocean in all its moods I had not encountered a wave so gigantic. It was a mighty
upheaval of the ocean, a thing quite apart
from the big white-capped seas that had
been our tireless enemies for many days.
I shouted, “For God’s sake, hold on! It’s
got us!” Then came a moment of suspense that seemed drawn out into hours.
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White surged the foam of the breaking
sea around us. We felt our boat lifted and
flung forward like a cork in breaking surf.
We were in a seething chaos of tortured
water; but somehow the boat lived through
it, half-full of water, sagging to the dead
weight and shuddering under the blow.
Other mariners have been less fortunate. On 12 December 1978, the cargo
ship München with 27 people on board
sent out a garbled May Day message, and
was never heard from again. Pieces of
wreckage that were recovered included
an un-launched life boat with a pin that
had been twisted by an enormous force.
The lifeboat was stored 20 m above the
water line. There are many more accounts of extreme waves hitting cruise
ships, passenger liners, container ships,
tankers, and fishing boats. The fate of the
fishing boat Andrea Gail was the basis for
the movie The Perfect Storm. The bare
statistics are that, over the last 20 years,
200 supertankers and container ships
longer than 200 m have sunk in severe
weather, extreme waves certainly being a
main suspect. The highest wave ever recorded—quoted in many oceanography
textbooks—was the 34-m wave observed
in the Pacific by the U.S. Navy-chartered
tanker Ramapo in the 1920s. The height
was obtained by lining up the wave crest
with a line from the top of the foremast
to the bridge.
For operationally minded people, any
large waves can be called rogues. More
precisely, the term rogue is sometimes
reserved for waves more than some multiple (perhaps 2 or 2.2) times the significant wave height, defined as the average
height of the highest one-third of the
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Figure 2. Wave record of November 17, 1984 from the Gorm platform in the central North
Sea (Sand et al., 1990). The wave that stands out, though only having a crest height of mere
11 m, clearly exceeds the signiﬁcant wave height of the background by a factor of two. Another famous wave record is the Draupner wave or “New Year’s Wave” where a rogue wave
of 25.6-m height was measured in a 10.8-m sea on New Year’s Day 1995.

waves. Much of the scientific interest,
however, stems from evidence that unusually large waves occur more frequently than would be expected from simple
statistics, sometimes appearing within a
group of very much smaller waves (Figure 2). More dynamically minded people
often reserve the term rogue for these
waves that require more than mere statistical superposition. Here we stay with
the operational definition.
The quantity of interest depends on
the user. For bottom-fixed structures
used by the oil industry, it is the crest
height that matters, whereas for mariners the height from trough to crest
is more important. The direction of
propagation is a significant factor; a
ship typically heads into large seas and
uses its large pitch moment of inertia to
limit the response. A ship is vulnerable
to large waves coming from a different
direction as the roll moment of inertia is
much less. This is particularly important

if the wave is steep—immense forces
can be exerted by a breaking wave on
the side of a ship, or on an offshore or
coastal structure (Figures 3 and 4 and,
for example, Welch et al., 1999).
We would also like to predict the persistence of an extreme wave or the wave
group in which it may occur. Can a “wall
of water” be spotted enough in advance
to allow time for safety measures? Can
one identify and track a group within
which a rogue wave might suddenly
appear? Do extreme waves appear in
groups (the “Three Sisters” of mariners’
lore)? Are there particular oceanographic conditions in which waves more than
twice the significant wave height are
more probable than suggested by simple
statistics?
Topics covered at the meeting included
the basic physics (such as wave-current
interactions) that leads to large waves,
statistical considerations, and the nonlinear physics that can provide surprises. We
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Figure 3. The Wilstar after being hit by a rogue wave in the Agulhas current. To develop standards for the design of ship hulls one must predict not only the likelihood of
rogue waves but also the forces that they exert on the hull. Photo credit: DLR.

also discussed wave breaking as a consequence of large waves and possibly as a
limiting factor on their amplitude.

BASIC PHYSICS
When the wind blows on a calm ocean
it first generates short ripples, which
are affected by surface tension as well
as gravity. Given sufficient time and/or
distance offshore, longer waves become
dominant. The wave spectrum describes
how wave energy is distributed with frequency, and the peak of this spectrum
gradually moves to a lower frequency at
which waves propagate faster. In a “fully
developed” sea, waves at the peak propagate with a speed close to but slightly
faster than that of the wind. For a wind
speed of 10 m/s, they propagate with a
speed of 11.4 m/s and have a period of
7.3 s and a wavelength of 83 m. It seems
that, as the wave spectrum develops, the
wind energy is not going directly into the
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Figure 4. Pressure measurement of an extreme wave recorded at
the Admiralty Breakwater, Alderney, Channel Islands, which is
exposed to waves from the Atlantic Ocean. The peak pressure
is 745 kPa, which corresponds to a weight of 74.5 tonnes/m2.
Many ocean-going ships are designed to withstand 15 tonnes/
m2 and may break at 30 tonnes/m2. Figure courtesy of Howell
Peregrine and Charlie Obhrai, University of Bristol, England.

dominant waves present but rather into
short waves (Gemmrich et al., 1994).
This energy is mostly lost by breaking,
and this is how energy (and momentum)
is transferred to the current field. The
remaining energy is passed by nonlinear
interactions to lower frequencies, causing the shift of the peak, and to higher
frequencies, where it is dissipated by
breaking (Komen et al., 1994).
Various formulae have been fitted to
the significant wave height, the period of
the dominant waves, and the frequency
spectrum that are typically observed
for a given wind speed and “fetch” (the
distance over which the wind has been
blowing). At 10 m/s and large fetch, the
significant wave height is 2 m, with the
wave height defined as the distance from
trough to crest. This height increases as
the square of the wind speed, so that a
sustained 20 m/s wind can lead to a significant wave height of 8 m.

Steady winds over large fetches are,
of course, rare, so models have been developed to predict wave parameters in
general conditions (Komen et al., 1994).
The forecasts are very valuable for determining safe and economical routes for
merchant shipping. The models allow
for energy input by the wind, dissipation
by wave breaking, and the interactions
that shape the spectrum. In mathematical terms, these interactions rely on
phase locking between different waves,
but this was traditionally thought to be
weak enough that it was reasonable to
think of a given sea state as made up of
a collection of independent waves that
combine in a random manner to give
the sea state we observe.
Extra physics that can clearly lead to
large waves includes refraction by currents (Figure 5). The simplest example is
when waves meet an opposing current;
waves with a phase speed c in still water

can be stopped completely by an opposing current of only c/4. One factor of two
is a consequence of surface gravity waves
having a group speed (with which energy travels) that is half the phase speed.
The other factor of two comes from the
reduction in wavelength, and hence in
speed, as the waves in front slow down
first. If the energy flux is conserved, then
the wave height must increase as the
group speed decreases. (In fact there is a
further increase in wave amplitude because the conserved quantity is actually
the flux of “action,” or energy divided by
intrinsic frequency; the converging current puts more energy into the waves as
it squeezes them.) In a sense, the waves
are four times more sensitive to opposing
currents than one might have expected.
More dramatic increases in wave energy can occur in a two- rather than onedimensional situation. Waves meeting
an opposing current jet are slowed more
at the center of the jet, focusing energy

from the edges. This well-known physics
is surely the main reason for the extreme
waves frequently encountered in regions
such as the Agulhas Current, though
there is still more to be understood about
the role of fine-scale gradients of the current, its time dependence, and the way in
which waves shed their increasing energy
via interactions and breaking during
their amplification by currents. Moreover, in some locations the gradients of
current (or topography in shallow water)
are sufficiently sharp that the waves can
be diffracted or partially reflected as well
as gradually refracted. Although these
mechanisms can cause large waves, there
is no obvious reason to expect that they
will lead to anomalous statistics.

OBSERVATIONS
Measurements, such as those of Figure
2, made at offshore oil platforms appear
to provide a basis for statistical analysis
and the identification of unusually

large waves. Unfortunately, even these
data can be corrupted by the effects of
things like sea spray and the influence
of the platform.
Observations of waves from the backscattered signal of short-wavelength
radar, either shore- or ship-based, can
sometimes provide data on individual
waves as well as the average wave height
over many wavelengths. Accurate calibration is, however, difficult. The intensity of the backscattered radar signal depends on the slope and amplitude of the
scattering wave and the Doppler shift on
its orbital velocity. The transformation
of these parameters to surface elevation
is still a matter of active research. Information on surface wave fields over large
areas is also available from space-based
synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images
(Figure 6), though here too interpretation and translation into wave heights
still present challenges.
Altimeter measurements from aircraft
are likely to be accurate, but are limited
in number.

STATISTICS

Figure 5. Waves steepening and breaking in an adverse current. This example shows
the Stuart Island tidal front in Haro Strait, Canada. It might also represent waves propagating from the Roaring Forties into the Agulhas current when wave heights of tens
of meters are imagined. Photo courtesy of Burkard Baschek, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.

The histogram of wave amplitude (from
mean sea level to wave crest) or of wave
height (from trough to crest) can be
compared with theoretical expectations.
More than fifty years ago, Longuet-Higgins (1952) argued that, for a narrowband frequency spectrum, the wave field
is a slowly modulated sinusoid with the
histogram of wave amplitude being the
same as the probability distribution of
the wave envelope, and, within the context of linear theory, the wave height is
just twice the amplitude. Longuet-Higgins showed that, if the spectrum is
made up of many independent com-
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Figure 6. (A) Normalized SAR intensity in a 5 km X 10 km area at 48.45°S,
10.33° E, obtained by ERS-2 on August 27, 1996 at 2244 UTC. (B) Retrieved
sea surface elevation, (C) transect along the white line inside the box in B.
Figure courtesy of Susanne Lehner, University of Miami.

ponents, the probability distribution is
given by the Rayleigh formula,
P
where σ is the rms elevation. (Note that
for this probability distribution, the significant wave height Hs is equal to 4σ.)
The tendency of nonlinear waves to
have sharper crests than troughs leads to
the Tayfun distribution (Tayfun, 1980),
which gives a higher probability of rogue
waves and which has been found to give
an excellent fit to computer simulations
of many sea states. A further modification may come from relaxing the requirement for a narrow band spectrum.
There are clearly other major statistical issues that need to be resolved. An
anomalously large wave in a short record
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(such as shown in Figure 2) may not
survive tests for statistical significance
if it is buried in a longer data set and
this includes wave heights from a storm
with larger waves in general. On the
other hand, as originally remarked by
Longuet-Higgins (1952), erroneous conclusions can be reached if a wave record
is treated as stationary (i.e., with statistical properties that do not change with
time), but is actually non-stationary. An
example is shown in Figure 7. Here it is
assumed that a wave record is composed
of two halves, with the variance in the
second half three times that in the first
half. The probability of a large wave is
considerably greater than would be predicted with the assumption of stationary data. For this example, in fact, one in
every 1,300 waves would have H > 2.2 Hs

for the non-stationary situation, as opposed to one in every 16,000 waves if the
data were stationary.
There are other difficulties in evaluating what are, after all, typically limited
data. Even a time series of wave height
at a fixed point really only samples the
equivalent of one horizontal dimension,
and may not easily be related to the twodimensional statistics of the sea surface.
Further, if one is interested in the total wave height, the measurement at a
fixed point of the height from a crest to
the next trough may differ from what
a mariner at the crest would have seen;
the trough may shallow before it reaches
the fixed sensor! A fixed sensor is also
clearly incapable of following the evolution and persistence of an individual
wave or group.

terms in the equations. The model equations are approximate, however, and it is
not yet known how directionally spread
a spectrum can be and still give rise to
anomalous waves. A suspicion is that the
answer depends on where the spectral
energy is with respect to a two-dimensional instability diagram (Figure 8).
On the (downwind) x axis, waves
close to the primary can interact as in
the one-dimensional Benjamin-Feir
mechanism, and we see, as discussed earlier, that the interaction will be strongest
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NONLINEAR PHYSICS
In the early 1960s, Cambridge fluid dynamicist Brooke Benjamin and his Canadian graduate student Jim Feir found
that they could not make a perfectly
regular wave train in a simple wave tank.
This turned out not to be a consequence
of faulty British technology, but rather
an unavoidable instability; a single frequency is unstable to sidebands that
grow and modulate the wave train. The
total energy content is preserved, so
some waves must now be larger than the
average and so larger than in the expected regular wavetrain.
The Benjamin-Feir instability occurs
most readily for waves of a single frequency initially, but a spectrum with a
narrow peak will have long groups that
resemble a regular wavetrain and so will
also tend to break up. The phenomenon
has been studied using the full inviscid
(Euler) equations in x (along the tank),
z (vertical), and t (time) and also with
approximate versions in the form of
nonlinear equations involving only x and
t. The models all show a tendency for
groups of waves to evolve into sequences
of waves that look very like the Gorm
event (Figure 2). One model (Janssen,
2003) even gives the probability distribu-

tion of large waves in terms of a “Benjamin-Feir Index” evaluated from the narrowness of the spectral peak; the more
peaky the spectrum, the longer the basic
groups and the more time for the instability to produce extreme waves.
Much of the existing theory is for unidirectional waves. The extension to allow for the directional spreading that is
always present is allowed for in some of
the model equations and these can still
show the emergence of more large waves
than would occur without the nonlinear
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Just gathering reliable data on the occurrence and statistics of extreme waves
clearly presents an ongoing challenge.
There are also significant difficulties in
claiming statistical significance for individual large waves while avoiding burying extreme events in long records. While
there are currently no clear answers,
there are reasonable grounds for suspecting that more is going on than random
superposition.
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Figure 7. Top: The blue curve shows a Rayleigh distribution of wave height for
waves with signiﬁcant wave height Hs. The green and black dashed lines show
the Rayleigh distributions for records with variance 1/2 and 3/2 that of the
average. The red line is the average of these two distributions. Bottom: The
same ﬁgure with the probability plotted logarithmically. Figure courtesy of
Johannes Gemmrich and Chris Garrett, University of Victoria, Canada.
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Figure 8. Wavenumber space, with the origin taken at (kp, 0), the peak wavenumber of a directional spectrum (thin lines) propagating primarily in the
x-direction. Waves within the black region can interact with (kp, 0) to produce
modulational instability of groups. Figure courtesy of Al Osborne.

if the spectral peak is narrow enough
to have most of the wave energy in this
region. Off-axis waves are less likely to
interact and do so more weakly; waves
propagating at more than 35 degrees off
the central axis do not contribute at all.
It is not yet known how much of the energy of the directional spectrum needs to
be within the black region of Figure 8 in
order to produce modulational instability and associated rogue waves.
Nonetheless, if further work shows this
picture to be correct, it implies that crossing seas may not have anomalous statistics, but may be hazardous just because
they can catch ships on their beams.
However, Shackleton’s observation, and
undoubtedly others, may be at odds with
this. Perhaps there is something more to
be learned about rogue wave formation
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in crossing seas. We also need further
analysis to predict the persistence of individual rogue waves and the groups within
which they may spring up.
One way of looking at the BenjaminFeir instability is as a four-wave interaction. A primary wave with frequency ω
enters twice to interact with a sideband
frequency ω−δ to produce a wave with
frequency 2ω − (ω − δ) = ω + δ. This
second sideband interacts in a similar
way with the primary to reinforce the
first sideband and so on. Of course, for
resonance to occur, the wavenumbers
must match too, and this is what determines the region of instability.
Resonant nonlinear interactions may
occur with larger numbers of waves,
though this is unlikely to be important
unless the waves are large. In that case,

five wave interactions may need to be
included, but then wave breaking may be
a bigger issue.
As suggestive and exciting as all these
theoretical results on the BenjaminFeir instability (and its generalizations)
are, it is not yet clear how this mechanism might actually operate in the open
ocean. How is a slightly modulated
regular wave train set up? Or in spectral
terms, how is a narrow band spectrum
possible in the first place, since the Benjamin-Feir instability destabilizes and
broadens a narrow band spectrum on a
time scale faster than, say, the synoptic
wind time scale? Establishing favorable
initial conditions is certainly a problem.
We have remarked that anomalous
statistics are associated with the wavewave interactions causing fixed phase
relations between different waves. One
type of phase locking that seems strong
is between a wave and its first harmonic.
This has the familiar consequence that
a regular train of surface waves (called
Stokes waves) has broad troughs and
narrow peaks, as mentioned earlier,
with the peaks thus being higher than
the troughs are deep. This asymmetry
seems to carry over into irregular wave
trains (Figure 2). Theoretically, it can be
shown that using Stokes waves, rather
than sinusoids, as building blocks reduces the degree of nonlinearity in the
governing equations.

WAVE BREAKING
The topic of rogue waves cannot be separated from a discussion of wave breaking. Do rogue waves break and are their
heights limited by this? If a rogue wave
does break, what are the implications for
forces on structures?

As discussed earlier, wave interactions and wave breaking help to shape
the wave spectrum in any conditions.
Some rogue waves seem to be a product
of strong wave interactions within a narrow spectral peak. There may be similar physics for wave breaking: there are
routine breaking events from random
superposition of waves of different frequencies, but also possibly anomalous
breaking that can arise from the same
physics that causes rogue waves.
The standard, and elegant, view of
wave breaking (Donelan et al., 1972)
started with observations from a commercial flight and is readily confirmed by
the reader (though we recommend observations from a few thousand, rather
than 35,000, feet).
Consider a group of waves moving
across the sea surface. The group moves
at half the phase speed of individual
crests, so that these crests appear at the
rear of the group and propagate through
it. A given wave reaches its maximum
height at the maximum of the group and
may break there. The next wave reaches
the same place one period later, but by
then the group maximum has moved on
half a wavelength. The second wave thus
does not catch the group maximum and
break there until two periods after the
first wave has broken. Thus wave breaking within a group occurs at time intervals of two periods, not one, but at space
intervals of one wavelength (Figure 9).
Observations do tend to confirm this,
but in long groups there is also a tendency for large breaking waves to emerge
by a process called “nonlinear self-focusing” that is essentially the Benjamin-Feir
mechanism again. Rogue wave formation and some wave breaking can thus be

THE ROLE OF WIND

caused by the same nonlinear physics.
Other factors need to be allowed for.
Wave breaking tends to occur for wave
steepness ka>0.3, at least for unidirectional waves, where a is the wave amplitude and k the wave number equal
to 2π/wavelength. However, for short
fetch situations the wave spectrum that
is found already has a steepness close to
0.3, suggesting that growing waves are
inhibited by breaking before they can
achieve rogue wave status. This view is
supported by observations showing that
waves near the peak of the spectrum do
indeed tend to break in developing seas,
whereas in fully developed seas it is the
smaller scale waves that break.
Crossing seas, which occur frequently
as the wind direction changes or as the
swell arrives from separate storms, may
deserve special consideration. As suggested earlier, they may not be prone to
the wave-wave interactions that cause
anomalous statistics and rogue waves. On
the other hand, the development of large
waves by superposition may be so rapid
for crossing seas that height limitation by
breaking is avoided or at least reduced.

We have been assuming that the role of
the wind is just to cause the slow growth
of waves, with dynamic rogue wave formation occurring on a shorter time scale
and so being unaffected by the wind.
Some tank experiments, albeit for unidirectional waves, suggest that this may not
be entirely correct.
In particular, the local wind causes
a vertical shear in the current; this may
stifle the resonant interactions that occur without shear. Some wave breaking
is also directly associated with the short
waves generated by the local wind. This
may interfere with other processes. The
role of gustiness in the wind is also far
from being fully understood. However, a
gusty wind can lead to much larger wave
heights. A 20 m/s wind with 30% gustiness (rms deviation), as found often in
hurricanes and highly unstable atmospheric conditions, can lead to significant
wave heights larger than 10 m, as compared to the 8 m of a stable wind quoted
above (Abdalla and Cavaleri, 2002).
One thing that is clear from wavegeneration models is that the predictions
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Figure 9. A group of waves with a wave at the peak of the group assumed steep enough to break (taking a
critical steepness of 0.3 here). Figure courtesy of Burkard Baschek, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.
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are sensitive to variations of wind speed
on shorter time and space scales than
the 1 h and 55 km currently in use on
a global scale. Better resolution of the
wind is a high priority, particularly in
areas with strong spatial and temporal
gradients, where presently the models
underestimate the peak values for both
wind and waves.

WHERE D O WE GO FROM
HERE?
At present, the evidence for dynamical
causes of rogue waves is piling up. However, from an objective point of view,
because of inaccurate, rare, and biased
observations, it is still not easy to completely reject the null hypothesis that
rogue waves are due to nothing more
than random superposition. Also, onedimensional time series and two-dimensional images of the sea-surface elevation
do not allow any direct inferences about
its dynamical space-time evolution.

often limited to predictions of factors
such as the dominant period and significant wave height. An index derived
from the narrowness of the spectral peak
and its directional spread is flagged in
some forecasts as an indicator of possible rogue wave formation (in the sense
of a greater than expected occurrence
of waves more than twice the significant
wave height), but the validity and value
of this index needs further study.
Predictions need to be accompanied,
of course, by some allowance for the way

heavily on numerical simulations, most
likely using simplified nonlinear model
equations that allow for appropriate
wave-wave interactions but also include
representations of wave breaking and
dissipation.
We also include here the need for
more sophisticated statistical analyses
and appraisal. In particular, questions of
stationarity are key to evaluating the frequency of extreme waves.

in which small-scale currents may be
increasing the basic wave height.

Controlled experiments in (large) wave
tanks have long been used to study the
effect of waves on vessels and structures
and, more recently, to study the dynamics
of highly nonlinear waves. Measurements
confirm many predictions of inviscid
nonlinear wave theory. The application
and relevance of these one-dimensional
tank results to the two-dimensional open
ocean is a major open research problem
that needs to be resolved.

Theory
This last point emphasizes that there is
a need for more detailed analysis to incorporate wave-current interactions into
wave forecast models. The basic physics is
understood, but, as described earlier, we
do not have a good understanding of the
role of fine-scale variations in the cur-

Wave Tank Experiments

Analysis of Existing Data

...there is a need for more extensive routine
measurements with useful precision; at present,
too many records of alleged rogue waves
are anecdotal rather than instrumental.

Nonetheless, a number of operational
and research requirements have been
hinted at already in this article. We may
be more explicit in a number of areas.

Operational Forecasting
Forecasts of wave conditions used for
safety precautions and ship routing are
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rents, or of the loss of energy from steepened waves by breaking and wave-wave
interactions. Many of the existing approaches for deep-water waves also need
to be extended to allow for application in
shallow water where the seafloor influences wave propagation and interactions.
These theoretical extensions will rely

As discussed earlier, the tendency for dynamical rogue wave formation is likely
to be very dependent on the directional
spread of waves. It would be very useful to have highly resolved directional
spectra. These may emerge from real and
synthetic aperture data as we learn how
to interpret these more accurately.

New Observations
Our understanding of rogue waves is
greatly hampered by the lack of comprehensive observations in space and time.
Data at a point cannot provide information on the persistence of individual
extreme waves or the environment in
which they occur.

Observational programs in simple
situations may be particularly revealing of the basic physics. One possibility is a fetch-limited situation where
strong winds blow offshore, though as

instrumental. We need to devise instrument packages that can be installed on
merchant ships of opportunity, or at
least on Navy ships. Data would be particularly valuable from extreme wave

The fourteenth ‘Aha Huliko’a Hawaiian
Winter Workshop was supported by the
Department of the Navy grant number
N00014-00-1-0168, issued by the Office
of Naval Research.

REFERENCE S

The Marine Observer was a fascinating repository of
strange observations at sea. Its replacement by a more
formal reporting mechanism deserves consideration.

suggested earlier, in this situation, wave
breaking makes the emergence of rogue
waves unlikely. Another natural laboratory worth considering is a tidal front, a
situation where there are large gradients
in currents caused by tidal interaction
with topography. In particular, there are
estuarine situations where dense water
is advected over a sill by a flood tide and
sinks below light water, providing a welldefined convergence with dramatic effects on wave height.
In any observational program, techniques can include airborne observations
as well as instruments in the ocean. Instruments that can be deployed by air in
the path of a hurricane can be a source
of unique data. With regards to nearshore programs, for example tidal fronts,
radars of different frequency bands will
be a particularly valuable tool as they can
provide information on currents as well
as waves.
Quite apart from focused programs,
there is a need for more extensive routine measurements with useful precision;
at present, too many records of alleged
rogue waves are anecdotal rather than

hotspots such as the Agulhas Current.
This is not to discount the value of
simple observations by mariners. In
particular, the persistence of individual
crests is something that might come most
convincingly from visual observations;
would that Ernest Shackleton had had a
stopwatch! The Marine Observer was a
fascinating repository of strange observations at sea. Its replacement by a more
formal reporting mechanism deserves
consideration.
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